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By Joseph Harrison

The Waywiser Press, United Kingdom, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Poetry. Joseph Harrison s third collection of poetry displays all the formal adroitness
that characterized his two previous books, now applied to a greater range of subjects and poetic
genres. Poems that speak to our current condition and poems in various historical settings,
evocations of Italian and Latin precursors as well as English and American ones, and forms that
range from short lyrics to longer meditations in blank verse and terza rima combine to produce a
volume of extraordinary variety and scope. SHAKESPEARE S HORSE blends the past with the
present, the personal with the universal, and a resonant music with an idiosyncratic vision that sees
the world afresh. Shakespeare s Horse is Joseph Harrison s full emergence as his own poet, still in
the eloquent and formal tradition of Richard Wilbur and Anthony Hecht but with an accent now
pitched in a new mode. Among the book s triumphs are Wakefield, the wonderful Dr. Johnson Rolls
Down a Hill, Damon, and Harrison s Clock. Yet I take a particular joy in the brief and enigmatic
Hamlet and the remarkable title sonnet. The kind of...
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ReviewsReviews

The best pdf i possibly go through. it was writtern quite properly and useful. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Miss Sienna Fay Jr.-- Miss Sienna Fay Jr.

I actually started o  looking over this publication. I have read through and so i am certain that i am going to likely to study again yet again later on. I am
easily will get a delight of reading a written pdf.
-- Ross Hermann-- Ross Hermann
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